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Abstract

Information. analysis will be a key element of the International Atomic Energy Agency’s (IAEA’s)
future safeguards mission, but its precise role is not yet determined. The IAEA has a strong
institutional interest in increasing its capabilities to utilize information analysis, including State
Evaluations, and major progress has been made to date. However, issues remain, especially with
respect to implementation. To what extent will the Agency be able, in practice, to draw necessary
conclusions about the behavior of States on the basis of information available to it? To what extent
will the Agency be able to bring detailed analyses to the State Evaluation?

If outstanding issues can be satisfactorily addressed, it will also be important to understand the level
and purpose of information analyses in the context of future safeguards requirements, including
those for integrated safeguards. Information analysis clearly can play a significant role in
establishing and prioritizing acquisition paths for a State, and ensuring they take into account -
relevant deception and concealment strategies. Its role in assessing the effectiveness of safeguards,
in particular setting or contributing to detection probabilities for paths involving undeclared
facilities and activities, needs to be assessed. There is a potential for information analysis to
contribute to all of these tasks. This paper analyzes the possible roles of information analysis in this
context, with special attention to its role in integrated safeguards.

Introduction

Information analysis has always been critical to IAEA safeguards, but new authorities will provide
the Agency with more information from Member States along with greater rights of access. In
addition, the Agency is taking action to improve its ability to obtain, evaluate and use this
information, along with information from other sources. Enhanced information analysis will be a
key element of the IAEA’s future safeguards mission, but its precise roles are not yet clear. The
resultant capabilities for enhanced information analysis have the potential, in principle, to improve
all safeguards effectiveness and efilciency and to facilitate the “integration;’ or harmonization, of
existing and new safeguards measures. The IAEA has a strong institutional interest in increasing its
capabilities to utilize information analysis, including State Evaluations. However, there remain
questions about the Agency’s emerging capabilities in this area and the manner in which they will
be used. To what extent will the Agency be able, in practice, to draw necessary conclusions about
the behavior of States on the basis of information available to it? To what extent will the Agency be
able to bring detailed analyses to the State Evaluation? If outstanding issues can be satisfactorily
addressed, it will also be important to understand the level and purpose of information analyses in
the context of future safeguards requirements, including those for integrated safeguards. In the
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following, the possible roles of information analysis, with special attention to its role in integrated
safeguards, are analyzed.

The Importance of Information Analysis

As a result of a number of developments, including the conclusion of the Additional Model Protocol
(INFCIRC/540), the International Atomic Energy Agency will have a greater interest in, and greater
access to, information from a variety of sources, including:

● States’ declarations
. Safeguards activities information
. IAEA non-agreement information

o trafficking database
o IAEA country files
o non-safeguards databases
o other open source material

● other external sources

In thinking about the information that will, in principle, be available to the Agency, a key
consideration is that the Agency does not have control of all of the information critical to existing or
integrated safeguards. With this point in mind, a series of questions arise: What information will be
targeted? With what priority? What is the coverage, credibility and reliability of, e.g., available
databases? How does one assess the likelihood of the Agency obtaining key information? What&e
the chances that incriminating information will be received in timely fashion? What are the
prospects that it will be seen, understood and evaluated as credible? Will the Agency be likely to
have a genuine independent analysis capability for, e.g., properly evaluating photoreconnaissance
from commercial or other satellites? Is there a way to assess the impact of State-supplied
information? Will it be reliable? Timely? Useable? Will it be used?

Collecting and evaluating information relevant to enhanced information analysis is difficult, and it
will be a continuous process. To the extent that we remain concerned about timeliness, the process
has to be done in real-time. Will this be possible within the Agency? The Agency is already looking
at the collection of information. The Physical Model will be an important tool to guide information
collection and evaluation. Moreover, a number of meetings and workshops are being held to further
the Agency’s thinking. For example, the “Second Experts Meeting on Use of Scientific Literature to
Support the Strengthened Safeguards System” was held in Vienna March 28–29, 2000. Moreover,
the IAEA workshop “Best Practices for Open-Source Information Collection” was held in Vienna
on March 7–9, 2000. At this last meeting, there were presentations on the role of open source
information in detecting and assessing nuclear activities of concern and on techniques, issues and
methodologies to be utilized in the process.

All of this work on information collection is important, but it is the first step in a long process. The
Agency will need to access it properly and to process and analyze its accuracy, quality and utility.
Managing the vast amount of diverse information that may become available to the Agency is not
trivial, but it can be done and technology can be useful in completing this task. The Agency is
already moving ahead in this arena. It is exploring whether decision tools using fizzy logic or some
other means of expert analysis can be useful. Bureaucratic and other issues could also be significant.
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Important considerations will be who does the analysis, how to ensure any downselections of
i.nforrnation does not inadvertently limit the analysis and how the results are to be disseminated.

At this stage-once information is collected and analyzed-its use has to be considered. The
Agency sees information analysis as a critical element increasing the Agency’s confidence in the
correctness and completeness of States’ declarations. According to one Agency assessment:

Through an iterative process of information evaluation and verification activities in
States, the IAEA may achieve increased confidence on the correctness and
completeness of States’ declarations. Information analysis is a key element in this
process,, through which information submitted by the State, obtained during and as a
result of verification activities in States and obtained from open sources will be
evaluated and reviewed.*

In addition to its role as a safeguards measure itself, information analysis can be useful in
identifying and prioritizing paths that proliferators may take to acquire weapon-usable material and
to assess the robustness and effectiveness of safeguards measures. In all of these ways, information
analysis can be critical in order to strengthen future safeguards. However, there are particular issues
with respect to integrated safeguards that will be the focus of the remaining remarks.

Information Analysis and Integrated Safeguards

As Agency safeguards officials have noted:

Under the strengthened safeguards system, as outlined by a safeguards agreement
with ari Additional Protocol, governments will be submitting more information on
nuclear and nuclear-related activities in their countries. Contrary to the detailed
specifications for the largely quantitative information to be submitted under
safeguards agreements, the Model Additional Protocol anticipates declarations with
more qualitative information on, inter alia, nuclear activities, source nuclear
material and research. This information, together with information provided under a
safeguards agreement, is aimed at providing transparency of a State’s nuclear
programme~

It is clear that information analysis will be a key element of integrated safeguards, but its precise
role and its relation to any methodology for evaluating integrated safeguards are not yet determined.

With the availability of new strengthened safeguards measures, the attention of the IAEA and
Member States is now focused on combining, or integrating, these measures with those of
traditional safeguards in a mutually reinforcing way that will lead to improved effectiveness and
efficiency and, where possible, cost savings. Integrated safeguards are expected to use both
traditional and newly available measures in various combinations in new safeguards approaches that
may differ significantly from those now in use, even for declared facilities.

Given the novelty and complexity of the integration process and the potentially large number and
diverse scope and nature of integrated safeguards proposals (ISPS), it is evident that a mechanism is
needed to allow decision-makers to ensure that, before adoption, integrated safeguards proposals
fulfill the criteria laid down in the SAGSI definition and meet the IAEA’s comprehensive
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safeguards objective “to provide for verification by the Agency of the correctness and completeness
of States’ declarations, so that there is credible assurance of the non-diversion of nuclear material
from declared activities and of the absence of undeclared nuclear activities.” SAGSI and others
have advised that a methodology be developed by which all ISPS can be evaluated for compliance
with the goals and objectives of integrated safeguards. To ensure systematic, uniform and
transparent application of the methodology to this critical new area, it is clearly necessary to
describe the approach in a systematic and detailed manner. With this goal in mind, the United States
has undertaken the development of an integrated safeguards evaluation methodology (ISEM) as a
major activity in its Member-State support program.

The ISEM is a structured framework for evaluating, through a step-by-step approach (See Fig. 1),
an ISP. Its central feature is the determination of the completeness, effectiveness and efficiency of
coverage by safeguard measures proposed in an ISP of all credible paths to the acquisition of
weapon-usable fissionable material that are relevant to the proposal. The ISEM is intended to show
clearly and concisely the strengths and weaknesses of an ISP, its costs and the degree to which it
would meet the IAEA’s comprehensive safeguards objective. It is intended to have broad
applicability and to be flexible in its application (allowing evaluation of a variety of ISPS). The
ISEM is intended to be neutral with respect to ISPS, i.e., the ISEM should not introduce a bias for or
against any ISP or type of ISP. As a consequence, the ISEM should involve a minimum of
judgments, particularly subjective judgments, by the evaluator.

It is important to understand the level and purpose of information analyses being considered in the
context of integrated safeguards and any evaluation methodology, including ISEM.3 It appears that
information analysis is best seen as a multi-level measure, useful both as a safeguards measure and
in the evaluation of integrated safeguards proposals. An analysis of the possibilities for information
analysis reveals, at one end of the spectrum, information analysis embodied in the State Evaluation,
which will be based on a comprehensive list of data comprising a State File in the view of the IAEA
and could be seen as providing everything necessary for evaluations of integrated safeguards
proposals. In the same vein, but less prominently, information analysis can be viewed as a limited
tool that correlates integrated safeguards approaches with State’s “credentials” as determined by the
State Evaluation. At the other end of the spectrum, information analysis, including the State
Evaluation, could be considered as input to an evaluation methodology if its framework, as in the
case of ISEM, ensures that all relevant information is considered.

There has been an apparent interest in the IAEA to utilize information analysis in the form of the
State Evaluation as a standard for approving or rejecting ISPS. According to Agency safeguards
officials:

A Safeguards State Evaluation will be at the core of the State-level approach,
involving a broad-based evaluation and review of information available to the
Agency, including information provided by States as a“result of legal undertakings,
obtained through verification activities and from other sources, covering the
entirety of the State’s past, present and future nuclear programs. ...

With time, and as the Agency obtains confidence in the absence of undeclared
nuclear activities, notably enrichment and reprocessing in a State, certain
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Fig. 1. ISEM Logic Diagram.
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verification activities defined within the present safeguards criteria will no longer
be necessary. For example, the basic safeguards implementation parameter
timeliness for verification of spent fuel has been defined with the assumption that
there may be an undeclared reprocessing capability in the State. With con.dence
about the absence of such reprocessing, the defined timeliness interval is no longer
justified and the current safeguards measures should be re-examined for spent fuel.
However, the reversibility of a decision to replace a safeguards measure, or to apply
an adjusted criteria, is essential for the credibility of the system.4

Although iriteresting, the practical implementation of this approach raises questions. The ability of
the Agency to draw sharp distinctions among States, in essence categorizing States on the basis of
the proliferation risks they pose, remains in question. To what extent will the Agency be capable of
differentiating among states in a meaningful fashion? Will information analysis be used, in practice,
in a manner that downplays real distinctions? In addition, information analysis at the State level
may be too general to be used exclusively for all ISPS, particularly any that might be focused on one
or a few measures. A State-wide analysis will necessarily be so broad that it cannot always bring an
appropriate level of detail to bear in specific areas. On the other hand, the scope of an individual
ISP would focus the information analysis and make it more likely it will have sufficient detail in
specific areas of concern. Finally, to the extent that information analysis must be essentially
directed to consideration of an ISP, State Evaluations may not offer optimal utility. As suggested
above, a State Evaluation would have to be reviewed, and./orredone, continually to be useable, in
principle, for this purpose. At present, the Agency is contemplating annual revisions, but the
manner in which they will be undertaken is unclear.

How can information analysis be utilized in a way that avoids these problems? How will it relate to
any evaluation methodology? The ISEM is a framework for information analysis tailored to a
specific ISP. It offers State-wide information, but does so in a focused manner. Within this context,
information analysis in the ISEM is required specifically for review of an ISP for completeness of
information (Stage A); selection of relevant generic acquisition paths (Stage B); identification of
specific acquisition-concealment scenarios (Stage C); assignment of relative priorities to acquisition
paths (Stage D); and effectiveness evaluation (Stages E and F).5In this context, information analysis
clearly can play a significant role in establishing and prioritizing acquisition paths for a State, and
ensuring they take into account relevant concealment strategies. Its role in assessing the
effectiveness of safeguards, in particular setting or contributing to detection probabilities for paths
involving undeclared facilities and activities, needs to be assessed. Information analysis may be the
only instrument available for pursuing, at least in the first instance, credible assurances of the
absence of undeclared facilities activities in a State. Yet, as noted above, this activity will depend
upon information outside of the Agency’s control. Moreover, the use of information analysis in
assessing effectiveness and, in particular, its utility in setting or contributing to detection
probabilities for both diversion paths and paths involving undeclared facilities and activities is
unclear.

Conclusions

All in all, there will be an important role for information analysis in integrated safeguards. The
Agency officials rightly note the potential of information analysis:
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The broad-based safeguards information analysis and subsequent review will
contribute to fiuther increasing transparency ,of a State’s nuclear programme.
Through the process the IAEA will be able to draw and document broader
conclusions of the absence of undeclared materials and nuclear activities in States.
These assurances may also contribute to increased security among and between
States. Finally, as integrated safeguards will be informatiofi driven, information
analysis is a key element in the integration process and necessary for its successful
implementation.b

Precisely how this ambitious role for information analysis will be assessed and ultimately
implemented remains in question. It seems that information analysis can contribute across the board
in terms of evaluating ISPS and in their effective implementation. In addition to the need to address
outstanding issues, it will also be important to understand the level and purpose of information
analyses in the context of fhture safeguards requirements. As noted above, information analysis can
play a significant role in identifying and prioritizing relevant acquisition paths and concealment
scenarios; it has a more uncertain role in effectiveness evaluations for both declared and undeclared
paths. There is a potential for information to contribute to all of these tasks. Ensuring this
contribution is well founded is critical for the impact on integrated safeguards will be immense.
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